The paper presents benefits and drawbacks of the electric propulsion for the case of a ten seat commuter aircraft. An efficiency evaluation is made for an electric version of AEROTAXI, considered as a reference. The evaluation is projected to 2020, trying to meet the expected progresses in energy storage systems
Max
Fuel availability: while electric power is largely spread, aviation gas availability in Romania is very limited. There is a single commercial provider, based only on two locations: The Baneasa airport (Bucharest) and The Tuzla airfield (The Black Sea littoral). Other operators, like the AFS (Air Force School), AR (Aeroclubul Romaniei) and RAR (Romanian Aviation Academy) have their own suppliers.
Maintenance:
Lycoming engines (supposed to be installed) were operated in the past by the AFS and AR, having a maintenance system. Nowadays, the closest representative is in Serbia -not far, but subject to custom taxation (non EU country). Brushless motors virtually don't need maintenance. They usually have only a rotor and two bearings as mechanical parts, subject to wearing, fatigue, etc.
Structure
The classical aluminum approach is the attribute of the old, yet unreformed (just cut) industry in Romania. It is proved that the local industrial players are not keen to be aircraft integrators, preferring to be suppliers or maintainers. This situation puts composite construction or all-metal construction on equal positions. Thus, there is no reason for not restarting AeroTaxi as a composite aircraft, should national funding be available again.
Aerodynamics
Clearly, untwisted, constant chord wing and horizontal plane are outdated. A more refined shaping of the fuselage/fairings is required. The cross section is too large for an economic design, at 1.85x1.8m.
Advantages of electric propulsion
-Small size -small drag, largest known power/mass ratio for brushless motors (larger for superconductor drives); -300-600% power increase, for a short time; -Easy, fast restart, if required -multiple engine planes could loiter or taxi with some engines shut down; -Energy recovery -blade pitch reversal -especially in steep descendingplanned as a noise reduction measure; -Performance independent by altitude; -Power scales very well, making multiple engine design feasible, especially for blowing flap -STOL operation; -We don't see zero emissions as a crucial advantage, the price is what matters and also the future oil shortage; -Reduced noise should be regarded only as a marginal, collateral effect. Attempts to reduce it for combustion engines are difficult, while here we have an intrinsic feature. Increasing prop's diameter/ decreasing prop speed is enabled by the elastic torque characteristic of the brushless motors. They can be optimally designed (number of poles & winding) to fit a certain propeller -eventually less noisy.
Drawbacks of electric propulsion -Invertors (ESC electronic speed controller, as the are called in aero modeling) are vulnerable to water, and voltage peaks [7] ; they must be firmly insulated and very well cooled; short time overheating means a significant life-cycle loss.
Usually, they have to be oversized, in order to sustain a long, trouble-free lifecycle; -Possible electromagnetic interference as well as lightning issues; electromagnetic-pulse is anyway a major threat for any present vehicle.
An electric AeroTaxi
Assuming a 2h long cruise only mission (too large for Romania), at 360Km/h, we have a very simple way to estimate the batteries (fuel cell) requirements, basically in terms of mass. If L/D=20 is foreseeable, then, even with the pessimistic performance of 0.5KWh/Kg for the 2020 fuel cell, we can have a good, realistic design. Analyzing the last column of Table 2 , we have an idea about the energy prices, which are very promising, in such a way that we don't have to make any calculation for combustion engines. And it's not just the incomparable prices, is the uncertain availability of oil derived fuels. We only consider the filled cells in the table, as feasible configurations.
Aerodynamic improvements -Availability of power to operate different types of aerodynamic actuators, with local electro-pumps -due to the good motor performance scaling;
-Energy can be converted in the descending phase to be restituted to flow actuators at landing, trying to have a large wing/loading for a more efficient cruise;
-Landing speed reduction is a must, since there is no mass reduction for an electric aircraft. Very efficient high-lift systems are mandatory;
-Landing noise contribution of the propulsion systems could be small, but high lift actuation can have a large contribution.
-It is proved that a very serious gain in max CL , of about 70% was obtained by NASA with a largely modified A-6 Intruder carrier based attack aircraft, as in [4] . Blown leading and trailing edge devices are to be studied.
Conclusions and future work
Given the 5 years required by Romanian research/industry to have an incomplete wing/fuselage static test specimen, it's very realistic to start at an affordable pace, with a full-composite, aerodynamically advanced design, able to meet the fuel-cell or other technologies expected around 2020.
Possible improvements of Li rechargeable batteries, can offer very nice surprises, as in some 2008 announcements made by Toshiba, about their Super Charge Ion Battery (SCiB), having a 5000 cycles life and 10min recharging time. Usually, fast recharging means fast discharging, that is, high power peaks deliverable -as needed in emergency situations.
A more detailed parametric study is planned, involving both aerodynamic and structural design. 
